
The Fintax International Balanced Fund returned +8.7% in April and the Fintax Interna-
tional Growth Fund returned +10.7%, with the latter performing in line with global equi-
ties as extraordinary support from central banks and governments, on a level previously 
not seen outside of war time, bolstered sentiment towards global markets.
 
The Funds invest in a blend of styles within equities: value, growth and quality. Val-
ue managers look for shares that are trading below the company’s true fundamental 
value. Growth managers on the other hand try to find companies whose earnings are 
accelerating due to rapid adoption of the company’s product or service. Finally quality 
managers look for long term compounders; those blue chip stocks that dominate their 
industries and reliably grow earnings year over year. These styles of investing have all 
outperformed over the long run but their performance can be lumpy and is extremely 
difficult to time, hence it is worthwhile keeping an exposure to all of them in portfolios. 
Today the equity exposure within the Funds is allocated 40% to quality managers, 30% 
to growth managers and 30% to value managers, and the Funds should therefore be 
able to navigate a range of market environments.
 
We have added a new manager to both Funds. Jennison are a growth manager who look 
for companies with accelerating growth that is underappreciated by the market. They 
complement our current position in Sands, who look for companies with strong balance 
sheets and good long term growth runways.
 
We have also redeemed from our European equity manager, Crux. While no region is 
free from challenges – be it erratic leadership in the US; an ageing population in Japan; 
high borrowing costs twinned with a decade of disappointing growth in emerging mar-
kets – the problems in Europe are the most proximate. Decision making in Europe re-
quires consensus and this means the response to the crisis has been slow to date, which 
is likely to exacerbate the region’s low growth problem, while southern European coun-
tries now face a debt sustainability problem which will be a heavy burden in the years 
ahead.
 
Equities have rallied a long way from their bottom in the third week of March and are 
now discounting a high probability of a benign outcome, despite the risks posed by a 
second wave of infections or a further deterioration in US-China relations. We have 
therefore taken steps to increase the protection in the funds. We have taken profits and 
reduced equity by 4% in both funds and increased our precious metals allocations to 
6% in the Growth Fund (in the Balanced Fund the allocation remains at 8%).
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During the market falls in the first quarter, our diversifying asset classes, in particular 
property, infrastructure and corporate credit, failed to provide the protection they have 
done during previous sell offs. We have therefore added some explicit protection in the 
form of S&P500 equity index put options. The value of these options increases as eq-
uity markets fall, hence they provide reliable diversification that is easy to adjust as we 
receive more information on the health of the global economy. Today the Balanced Fund 
is 50% invested in equities with a 10% position in put options, reducing the effective 
equity exposure to 40%. The corresponding figures for the Growth Fund are 73% and 
10%, reducing the effective equity exposure to 63%.
 
Overall we have built up greater protection in the Funds in the form of lower equity ex-
posure, equity put options, precious metals, cash and, in the Balanced Fund, US Treasur-
ies and Treasury Inflation Protected Securities.
 
While the opportunity in equities is diminished following the market’s strong rally, there 
is still longer term recovery potential with global equities down 15% year to date. There 
are also other asset classes that continue to offer exceptional long term value, including 
corporate credit, infrastructure and property. The portfolios will participate in a positive 
outcome for the global economy and hence markets, but we have bolstered our defen-
sive positions to help insulate the funds to a greater extent should the outlook deterio-
rate from here.
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